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Changes in the cork at 

different temperatures
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Method

The tubes are prepared for each test series. 

1 testing series = 1 temperature. 

For each temperature tested, sampling and Rmax

measurements are repeated at predefined intervals 

(after 20 hours, 50 hours,… in the kiln), until the cork’s 

mechanical limit is reached. 

This limit (= the cork is no longer effective) has been 

established at a 5 (N). 

Different temperatures are tested: 

40°, 45°, 50°, 55°, 60°.   

Method based on principles of accelerated ageing 

of materials used by the aeronautic industry.

Rmax = pressure exerted by the cork on the 

bottleneck

in
fo
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At T°= 50°for 20hrs, 50hrs, 100hrs, 150hrs… 3,000hrs

Method

The measurements recorded:  

At T°= 45°for 20hrs, 50hrs, 100hrs, 150hrs… 3,000hrs etc…

Rmax
limit
5(N)

t2
Time limit

t1

Newton

heures

The Temperature

factor therefore 

influences the cork’s 

mechanical 

performance

Ex: In test conditions, 

a cork placed in a 

bottle stored at 45°, 

will lose its elasticity 

after 6 months.

First conclusion



Comparison of

life spans obtained

These measurements in hours ((t1),(t2)…) 

are used to plot an Arrhenius straight line 

equation. 

By extrapolating this straight line, the life 

span (t) of the material at a given 

temperature (T) is obtained.

Results

� The Diam range offers life 

spans adapted to each of your 

wines. 

� Our Diam 30 has a life span 

that is more than twice as long 

as that of a natural fleur quality 

cork tested under the same 

conditions. 

� Designed  for wines to lay 

down, the Diam 30 is the best 

adapted cork for the most 

prestigious bottles and Grands

Crus.

conclusions

15,7Diam 10

26,5Diam 30

11,3Naturel Fleur (54x24)

8,0Diam 5 (44x24.2)

4,6Diam 3 (44x24.2)

at 18°C
years

* Optimal conditions for the Grands crus preservation between 12°C and 15°C

41,8

16,9

at 15°C*
years


